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Terms and conditions
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1. Production stages and delivery time

2. Design and preparatory costs

Preparatory stage
►Acceptance of the price offer by the customer;
► Preparation of graphic design;
► Specification of an order (quantity of products, sizes, etc.).

Each new design is subject to production costs (120 € net price). However,
every time the customer wishes to resume the production based on the
design previously prepared by DANIELO graphic designer, the cost is 120 € .

Production stage
Duration of this stage depends on the time of the year when an order is
placed:
► January – February and August – December:
15-30 working days (3-6 weeks)
► March – July:
20-40 working days (4-8 weeks)

120 € net price Preparatory stage (includes preparation of graphic design
by DANIELO graphic designer).
(Payment via pro forma invoice before commencement of
preparatory stage).
70 € net price

Production resumption based on the design previously
prepared by DANIELO company.
(The cost is included in the invoice made out after the end
of the production stage).

3. Minimum size of an order

4. Graphic design

PREMIUM Cycling Collection
► 10 sets One set includes at least two items like: jerseys, bib shorts,
jackets.
If one of these conditions is fulfilled, other products can be ordered at the
minimum quantity of at least 5 items.

The customer has to provide graphic design guidelines including:
► Preliminary idea (general outline or visual plan)
► Logos in vector graphics format *.CDR – Corel Draw
► Colours according to PANTONE C formula guide

Time Trial and Tri Suits count as 1 set!
Example:
Jersey Prem. 10 pcs ✔ Bib Shorts Prem. 10 pcs ✔ Jacket Prem. 5 pcs ✔
Jersey Prem. 10 pcs ✔ Bib Shorts Prem. 7 pcs ✘ Jacket Prem. 2 szt. ✘
Jersey Prem. 20 pcs ✔
Time Trial Suit 10 szt. ✔

Here you can download graphic layouts needed to prepare visual plan of the
project: http://www.danielo.pl/odziez-dla-teamow,100.html
Within maximum 5 working days, we send the graphic design (we can
prepare max. 3 different designs) to the customer for acceptance. We revise
the design (no extra charge) until it is finally accepted.

Others:
► Cycling socks: 50 pairs (as an addition to clothing order) / 100 pairs
► Tracksuits: 20 sets + 10
► Bags: 10 pcs (Meta bags – 5 pcs)

5. Additional orders (based on previously prepared design)

6. Clothing rental (for fitting only)

The customer who wishes to order additional products based on the design
prepared before, needs to pay for resumption of production (net price of
additional 70 € on the final invoice).

We lend our products for fitting only in case when:
► The customer will have decided to place an order and made a payment
via pro forma invoice (see rubric 2)

► Minimum amount Premium Cycling Collection: 5 of each item (price list 1-5) ► The customer will not have decided to place an order but paid a rent

deposit (120 € - may be higher depending on the value of rented clothing)
NOTE! The customer returns the purchased products at his/her own
expense.

7. Non-standard features

8. Payment and delivery

Besides the extras listed in the price-list we charge for:

We dispatch the order only after we receive full payment as indicated on the
pro forma invoice.

► Corrections (shortenings, sleeve lengthening etc.)

Corrections are made on individual request. However, we charge additional
net price of 15 € for every corrected product.
► Logo Danielo

We sign our products with DANIELO logos. If the customer wishes to order
products without them, we add 25% to net unit price of the product.
► Minimum size of an order

If condition from rubric 3 is not fulfilled, net price of each items increases by
50%.
Example:
Jersey Prem. 10 pcs ✔ Bib Shorts Prem. 5 pcs ✘ Jacket Prem. 3 pcs ✘
Bib Shorts and Jacket net prices rise + 50%.

We dispatch our products via DPD. Alternatively, you are welcome to visit
our office in Sochaczew and collect the order yourself.

